


 

 

 

What’s the big deal? 
 

Japanese Knotweed is an invasive species which in itself doesn’t automatically mean that it is going to 

be a problem to you. There are numerous invasive species in the UK and Ireland, so what’s the deal 

with this one? 

 

Well, when you consider the potential for JK to cause damage to property, render houses difficult to 

sell or mortgage, and development sites un-economical to develop, you start to realise the problems 

this plant creates as it grows. So the two main problems this beautiful plant can create are financial 

burden and damage to property. 
 

 

 

 



 

…but it’s only a weed isn’t it. 
 

Yes, but it just happens to be a weed with an amazing ability to colonise areas and exploit weaknesses 

in structures, pushing up through hard paving surfaces, force it’s way around pipe work and into new 

buildings and dislodging hard features. It is often flagged up in house or commercial property surveys 

as a problem; this in turn leads to nervous mortgage and lending companies who phone us! 
 



Can’t I just zap it with a bit of weed killer? 
 
Here’s the catch, it doesn’t react like normal weeds to herbicide treatment. It needs to be hit with 

specific herbicides, using particular application techniques and adhering to the correct season for the 

most effective results.  

 

The techniques we most commonly use include:  

- Foliar herbicide application using a range of approved chemicals 

- Direct stem injection  

- Root Barrier containment and exclusion. 

 

Especially useful along boundaries and below finished surfaces, using patented Japanese Knotweed 

Root Barrier 



Control in sensitive areas:  
 

Japanese Knotweed grows very well in river and shore side locations. Legislation controlling the use of 

herbicides states that application of herbicide commercially requires operator training and independent 

certification through the NPTC system (National Proficiency Test Council) to attain your PA1 

foundation module and PA6A your application module. The application of herbicide in areas adjacent 

to water requires a specialist certification “bolted on” to your standard NPTC certificate, which is the 

PA6AW.  

 



JK Site Investigation 



JK Hiding in Scaffold 



JK in a City Centre Garden Under  

Development 



JK in a Private Garden in UK 



JK Behind the Garden Shed 



 

Types of location: 

 
Hill - sides, river embankments, waste ground, landfill sites, areas of special scientific interest(SSI), 

RSBP bird sanctuary and protected areas, development ground, private gardens, hospitals, 

universities, housing folds, schools, port side docks, lough shore, estuaries,  cemeteries,  nature 

areas, council housing sites, and so on………… 

Japanese Knotweed isn’t fussy where it grows and we’re not fussy where we treat it. 

Our task is to track and treat it wherever it is! 

 



On the Beach 



On the Farm 



In The Car park 



Pretty 



Prettier 



But … INVASIVE 



So what are we all about? 
 

Japanese Knotweed NI is a specialist arm of one of Northern Ireland established and progressive 

landscape companies; Dalzell Landscape Co Ltd. 

  

For over two decades we have been dealing with invasive weed control throughout Northern Ireland 

including Japanese Knotweed. This gives Japanese Knotweed NI a wealth of experience and a proven 

track record second to none. 

 

Based in Belfast, we have local knowledge that means when you contact us, you are dealing with a 

Northern Ireland Company that can respond to your requirements and advise you on a suitable course 

of action without delay. 

 



 Training and Awareness Courses: 
 

Our Company also delivers training and awareness courses on Japanese Knotweed. They run on 

demand and are popular with project managers, surveyors, estate managers, architects, specifiers and 

anyone in general who may come into contact with Japanese Knotweed. They run in small groups and 

are what we would term “hands on”. - Part classroom based, part site based.  

 

We expect candidates to leave the course knowing what the offending plant looks like in all its guises 

and at different times of the year. 

 

Control methods, treatment equipment and management planning can all be covered.  

As trainers and registered NPTC Assessors, we can offer NPTC PA1 and PA6A and PA6AW Training 

and Assessment to cover the mandatory requirements for pesticide application in the UK and Northern 

Ireland. 

We hold demo models of all the various stem injection equipment currently available in the UK. 

Candidates can familiarise themselves with it during the practical session. 
 



Contact Us… 


